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Emotion can be solely communicated through sensory modes
among humans. Emotion can also be coordinated/integrated with
other sensory displays in a multimedia system. [1] From an
empirical perspective, music listening experience always involves
listener’s affective dynamics. Previous studies in the field of Music
Emotion Variation Detection (MEVD) have shown some quantifiable
relations between music features (tempo, pitch, timbre, etc) and
variables of emotion quantification (arousal and valence). [2]
Meanwhile, many existing projects and works in the field of
affective haptics have demonstrated and utilized the relationship
between tactile experience and emotion. The innate experience
known as synesthesia [3] even shows the neurological evidence of
the relationship. Therefore, the affective factor embedded in
musicology and affective haptics establishes the basis of our
thinking that music can be a reflective source for tactile
experience.

In order to illuminate some of the basic principles and dimensions
behind affective haptics as much as possible and facilitate future
tactile design process, I attempt to look at emotional mapping from
4

musicology to tangible media design. I hope what comes out of our
music-affect-tactilization mapping process can be constructive to
guide tactile design implemented in scenarios where affect is
involved. One of those possible applications could be an interface
for augment of media consumption or perception. For example,
SUBPAC’s product is a wearable with tactile stimuli that can
express auditory information through high-fidelity vibration.

Figure 1. SUBPAC’s S2

Another potential application could be an interface for users to
program with. Empowered by the interaction with vibration stimuli,
users are free to design, craft and interpret their own information
and become a community under the sharing goal of construction of
5

tactile language. In one of my previous prototypes, (figure 4) I
applied vibration motors to enhancing choreography experience.
Users can program the vibration motors based on a choreography
video and use the vibration sequence/patterns to help them
memorize and practice dance movements.

Figure 2. My previous prototype for users to program the vibration sequence based on choreography video
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The following part of my documentation is going to be structured
as follows. First, the background of this project is going to be
illustrated through problem definition, my proposed solution
(framework) and review of related works that may motivate or
contribute to this project. Then, the rationales of the design of this
project, technical components used and data analysis methods will
be discussed in Design the Project session, followed by my actual
implementation process. Findings from data analysis and related
discussions will be presented in Conclusions session later on.
According to the discussions and reflections of the design of this
project, Future Work session will list several potential directions
that this project might iterate to. This documentation will end with
listing the reference sources used in Reference session.
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Tactile interfaces are not simply an expansion of visual and auditory
media design, more importantly, they can also be developed to an
independent library, comprising its own principles, conventions and
disciplines, by many artists, scientists, developers and hobbyists. I
propose that, based on previous projects, these patterns inside the
tactile library are capable of forming more intuitive, universal
languages for interpretation of human emotions, literature plots,
logics and for communication. For instance, researchers at the
Institute of Human and Machine Cognition have developed a tactile
pilot-to-aircraft interface, known as the Tactile Situation Awareness
System (TSAS) [26]. TSAS can provide information on aircraft
orientation, spatial location, velocity, and/or acceleration of objects,
change in flight management system configurations and so on. The
objective is to provide an extremely intuitive information under
stressful, high-performance scenario. Signals were formatted into
tactile patterns, sent to the torso, the forearm, and the legs. This
project largely demonstrates the idea that tactile language is an
intuitive language for information communication, especially when
visual and audio perception channels are under overload condition.
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There are also some artistic projects that use tactile channel as a
medium to convey certain information. Emma Frid at Royal Institute
of Technology presents a tactile display system for live-electronics
performance. [27] In the project, she uses two rotating eccentric
mass actuators driven by PWM signal generated by an Arduino
microcontroller as tactile display to convey some music information.
This project is quite a relevant project to mine when considering the
tactile display as a medium to convey some music information.
Another artistic project could be MatchAtria e x t e n d e d.
MatchAtria e x t e n d e d is a multimedia dance installation, which
invites the audience to contact with a fabricated heart. [28] A
pulsating feeling is conveyed through the fabricated heart, the LED
lights inside the heart get bright and faint, resonating with the
dancer’s heartbeat. To experience seeing, hearing and with haptic
perception during the dance by simply holding the heart in the palm
of audiences’ hands. This is a project pioneering how the tactile
display is implemented in the communication between performer
and audiences.
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Utilizing visual perception is the major research realm and
methodology in AR (Augment Reality). Most products in the market
nowadays interact with users also through visual and auditory
channel. However, with the predicable future development of realtime rendering algorithm and platform embedding, visually
augmenting reality is approaching to the point when other
physiological perception methods can be systematically added into
the media family. Tactile perception is one among those that can be
fully researched and developed and that offers opportunities for
interaction designers, as the combination of tactile feedback with
VR or AR visualizations remains a challenge for technology as well
as design.

Technologies have allowed us to expand from visual and audio
performative means to tactile ones and, with the development of
VR (Virtual Reality)/AR/MR (Mixed Reality), tactile platforms are
next in line to offer a huge potential but there is little systematic
and consistent work scholarly and industrially on that for us to refer
to.
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Therefore, in this project, I plan to investigate the problem from the
perspective of design. I reflect on the field of MEVD (Music Emotion
Variation Detection) and affective haptics. I use some quantitative
methods to bridge music with emotion and emotion with tactile
display for the purpose of proposing a potential guideline for tactile
design. I use vibration for tactile display and try to map 3 tactile
variables (amplitude, frequency and location) to 2 emotion
variables (arousal and valence) obtained from a MEVD analysis. I
hope what comes out of our music-affect-tactilization mapping
process can be constructive to the community of tactile design in
terms of guiding tactile design implementation process.

With the rapid development of digital technologies, a lot of
insightful work has been done in the field of MEVD in the past
decades. This project builds particularly on the existing findings
from a systematic, rigorous study conducted by Emery Schubert [2]
on musicology end. For the affective haptics end, however, the long
list of existing academic work and industrial applications
11

[15][17][18][19][20] reveal that those prototypes are both
exploratory and discontinuous. [1] More rigorous and systematic
research efforts should be made to construct consistent
understandings of affective haptics. Despite the effort made in
MEVD and affective haptics, little attention has been paid to seeing
emotion as a bridge between these two fields. Our work proposes
one of the first attempts pioneering this novel perspective.
Following, we give an overview of Schubert’s research and affective
haptics and clarify the rationales of adopting both Schubert’s
findings and our mapping methods.

Measurement and Time Series Analysis of Emotion in Music
Back in 1999, Emery Schubert tried to build dynamic connections
between music features and emotional responses. After collecting
serial responses (valence and arousal) to music from 67 subjects
and selecting five music features (frequency spectrum centroid,
loudness, melodic pitch, tempo and number of instruments playing)
for data analysis, he built OLS regression models that tell the serial
correlations between music features and emotional responses. Two
main components constituting Schubert’s methodology and
inspiring my project are listed below.
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a. 2DES (Two-Dimensional Emotion Space)
The representation of emotion by Russell (1979) consists of a
square with two bipolar dimensions: valence and arousal. Valence
refers to whether a certain emotion is positive or negative. Arousal
refers to the activeness or passiveness of the emotion. In contrast
with categorical methods of grouping emotions in a discrete way,
these dimensions not only capture all emotions as dynamically
related within a semantic space, but also make it possible to
quantify emotions in a continuous way. Moreover, the dimensions
were determined by analyzing empirical data and explain the
greatest amount of variation in psychological investigations in
Russell’s work. [4] [5]

Figure 3. A two-dimensional emotion space with a valence and an arousal axis [24]
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Inspired by Russell and many other empirical findings of
dimensional operationalization of emotion by Asmus [6], Collins [7],
Thayer [8] and Wedin [9], Schubert built his own computer
program, controlling 2DES, to continuously measure participants’
valence and arousal values in his experiment. In order to
demonstrate the reliability and validity of adopting 2DES as a
research instrument, Schubert conducted an experiment in his work
in 1999. The instrument was found to be reliable (test-retest r >
0.83, p = 0.01) and valid (external data set r > 0.84, p = 0.01)
(Schubert, 1999, p. 383). Nevertheless, in my project, I do not use
2DES as an experiment instrument directly. Instead, I use
Schubert’s final data of his participants’ emotional responses to the
music pieces (four pieces hypothetically express emotions in four
quadrants of 2DES, see figure 17) as the emotional responses for
my participants who listen to the same music pieces. The reason
behind doing this is to reduce my participants’ workload since being
asked to provide tactile interpretation of the music pieces
throughout is already a challenging task for them. In addition to
that, Schubert showed the validity of generalizing his data of
emotional responses in his work. (Schubert, 1999. p. 294)
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b. Time series analysis
Music is a time dependent phenomenon. Using inferential statistical
methods to construct a Music Features – Emotional Responses (MFER) system helps us to approximate potential relationships between
music features and emotional responses and maximize the
generalizability of the relationships. Likewise, if my project aims to
build the connection from emotional responses to tactile feedback, I
have to adopt the strategy of Time Series Analysis as well. By using
time series models, it is possible for me to measure and analyze
tactile responses through another time-serial and emotional
stimulus, music. After certain explorations of analytic methods
(Schubert, 1999, chapter. 6), Schubert documented the analytic

Figure 4. Sequence of Steps Used in Time Series Data Analysis in Schubert’s work, 1999, p. 338.
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sequences (see figure 4) for his MF-ER system (Schubert, 1999,
chapter. 7).

Through four music pieces that Schubert meticulously selected, the
model yielded eight equations (equation of arousal and valence for
each music piece), illuminating the dynamic relationships between
music features and emotional responses.

Therefore, based on the emotional responses Schubert collected
and rigorously checked, my project is one step further to
investigate potential dimensions or principles behind tactile
feedback aroused by the 4 music pieces.

Affective haptics
Some music practitioners have also explored to map sonic
experience to its tactility based on the theoretical overlap between
emotion, perception and touch. Garcia believes that tactile, auditory
and visual experience are intersecting and interconnected by
qualitatively identifying their shared nature. [10]
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Besides directly mapping other media to tactile through qualitative
methods, more and more research and projects are investigating
the capability of communication between touch and emotions.
[12][13][14][15][16][17]

In general, great efforts have been made to explore the design,
effect and implementation of tactile experience in related fields. But
dependencies between haptics connected to emotions have never
been accurately modeled, let alone more dimensions that might
affect the accuracy of the affective haptics model such as gender,
age, culture. Therefore, we schedule to conduct our own
experiment which tries to explore a novel mapping of emotions on
tactile interface with the help of musicology through Schubert’s
model.

Ultimately, Schubert provides a time-based analysis of emotional
arousal and valence for selected music pieces. This shows varying
emotional activities. I am going to use his findings to guide my own
mapping that tracks Schubert's variables of valence and arousal
over the experience of selected musical pieces.

17

Figure 5. Overview of project architecture
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How to create a tactile interface that can, first, produce tactile
effects by participants’ interaction with it, and, second, make
participants feel the effects is the first concern when I started the
design of this project. To address the former part of the concern, I
decided to design and build a pc-based interface for participants to
manipulate vibration motors with. A digital interface not only makes
it possible for participants to give their tactile feedback in respond
to music, but also facilitates the experiment process regarding
experiment instruction and participants’ workflow.

Since giving tactile feedback during the playback of the 4 music
pieces is already a demanding task, I try to design a clean, easy-tofollow program. The design follows the strategy of One Page One
Task in User Experience Design, which helps to reduce user’s
mental workload and makes the experience more visually
recognizable and clear. In my case, instruction breaks down into
19

separate pages based on the interaction components in the
interface (Play button, Next button, Music progress bar, Intensity

Figure 6. The initial sketch of the interface

slider, Vibration Location toggles). Initially, I sketched the lowfidelity screens of the taskflow (figure 6). UI components were
discussed and iterated at this stage. For example, consent form was
initially to be shown on the screen. But for the ease of reference for
participants, I chose to print it out and put it beside participants.
Also, I replaced knob with slider on the interface because slider is
more “visually intuitive” regarding the task of changing vibration
20

value between “high” and “low”, according to one of my
participants. What’s more, the shape of slider also visually contrasts
with another circular UI component, the Playback button on the
interface. The taskflow was determined by the design of experiment
process, which will be discussed in later chapter.

The program is built in an open source programming IDE,
processing. More detail and rationales behind the design choices of
the program are discussed below.

The welcome page is the start page of this program. This page is
initially a visual cue to notice participants that the experiment is
about to begin.

Figure 7. Learn the progress bar in the program

Figure 8. Learn the Intensity slider in the program
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The following 3 pages (figure 7, 8, 9) are set up for instruction
purpose. By going through these pages, participants are able to
learn the UI components of the program (how they can trigger
certain tactile effects) and get familiar with the experiment setting.

Figure 9. Learn how to turn on/off vibration at 10 different spots on a torso

The design of instruction follows the strategy of One Page One Task
in User Experience Design, which helps to reduce user’s mental
workload and makes the experience more recognizable and clear.
In my case, instruction breaks down into separate pages based on
the interaction components in the interface (Play button, Next
button, Music progress bar, Intensity slider, Vibration Location
toggles). In the first step, participants play music by clicking on the
Play button. When the music is playing, the Next button will pop up
22

at the down right corner. This design choice is made out of guiding
participant to the right process, diminishing the confusion that
might come from other components in the interface. In the second
step (figure 7), the progress bar of the playing music is displayed.
Since the progress bar gives participant a sense of a) What tasks
user has completed, preferably with a visual results, b) Current
section he/she is on, c) Which and how many steps still remain
also preferably with clear designation, it will be displayed
throughout the 4 selected music pieces in experiment session later
on. The third step (figure 8) is set up for participants to get to
know how to change vibration intensity using the slider. The fourth
step (figure 9) is for participants to learn how to turn on/off the
vibration at 10 different spots on his/her torso by manipulating the
toggles. Given participant’s right hand is already occupied with the
interaction with the slider, the toggles thus will be triggered
through the interaction of key mapping on participant’s left hand.
Another design regarding the interaction with the toggles were
considered, which is to click the “on/off” icons to turn on/off the
vibration. However, in my pilot experiment, many participants and
I found out such interaction would only lead to serious lag between
the tactile effect participants want and the one they can. Hence 10
keys on the keyboard are used to switch on/off the vibration at the
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10 spots. In order to smooth the learning process, I chose the keys
that are both reachable within one palm and relatively easy to
remember. Q, W, E, R, T are respectively for upper left, upper
right, down left, down right and center vibrations at the front of a
torso, while A, S, D, F, G are for upper left, upper right, down left,
down right and center vibrations at the back.

When participants report that they are ready to start the
experiment, they click the Next button to process to the experiment
session. This session consists of 4 pages. Participants are asked to
give response to respective music piece at each page, using the
interaction components they learned from instruction session.

Figure 10. The first music piece in experiment session
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After completing each music piece, the program will export an excel
data sheet containing the data of intensity and on/off along the
playing period. In order to be consistent with Schubert’s
experiment, my program records those data every second. I need
data to be formatted in this way because my data should be
consistent in format with Schubert’s data of emotional responses
which were recorded per second. Also, for intensity, I need overtime data to see whether there is a correlation between intensity
and arousal/valence in my later data analysis. For vibration
location, it is also time-squenced so that I can use t-test to tell
whether the vibration at a specific location, from participants’ point
of view, is impactful in terms of influencing participants’ emotional
arousal/valence. The sample data sheet are shown below.

Figure 11. A sample data sheet used in this experiment
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To sum up, in order to address the problem of how to create a
tactile interface that can produce tactile effects by participants’
interaction with it, I decided to develop a digital interface. Its
design tried to be visually clean and clear in terms of reducing
participants’ mental workload and facilitating their workflow. The
design and implementation choices were iterated and determined
based on respective rationales mentioned above and experiment
process that will be discussed in later chapter.

How to make participants feel the tactile effects rendered by the
digital interface? What parts of a body should the tactile effects be
mounted on?

A previous prototype I created for one of my master’s courses
answered the first question above. Actually, it is the prototype, the
music jacket that motivates this project. In the project of music
jacket, I used Matlab to recognize certain frequency patterns in a
song so that the 10 vibration motors inside the jacket can render
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random but “interesting” tactile effects to users1. The music jacket
inspired me from 2 perspectives. One is that the form of wearable
should also be considered in this project to convey tactile effects
through digital interface. The other one is that, according to the
feedback from the users of the music jacket, 10 vibration motors
are “sufficient” to render “satisfying” tactile effects. Too many
motors might not only lead to “overwhelming” experience, but also
be a heavy budget burden for me. Given the common flat-shape,
coin-size vibration motor in the market has fragile wires, I have to
buy more than 15 vibration motors (figure 13) in case some of
them might get disconnected unexpectedly.

But, again, what parts of a body should the tactile effects be
mounted on? Mealani in his An Actuator for the Tactile Vest
mentioned that not only does torso has a long history of being used
as sensory substitution, but also is able to accommodate more
information than other areas of skin available [25]. His and many
other tactile-vest-based projects answered the second question
listed at the first paragraph of this chapter.

1

Note that users here are people who wear the jacket while listening to the song being analyzed at the
same time.
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In the project of music jacket, I used a down jacket and hooked up
all the wires in its interlayer (figure 14). However, I found out not

Figure 12. The previous “music jacket”

all users’ body shape can fit in the jacket. If the jacket is too loose
for a thin girl, then she might not be able to sense the vibration
since the motors are not attached to her body. Thus in this project, I
decided to buy a flexible garment like a high visibility vest (figure
15). In terms of the choice of vibration motor, I chose the coin-size,
flat-shape motors. The vibration motors are relatively cheap,
accessible for me and are able to fit in the dynamic workspace of a
wearable.
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Figure 13. The flexible high visibility vest

Finally, the design outcome is a high visibility vest, containing 10
vibration motors covering the front and back of a torso. The
modified hardware design allowed me to convey the tactile effects
from the digital interface to participants. It also fits the required

Figure 14. The final physical prototype, vibration vest
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need of flexibility for different body shapes of participants to fit in.

I came up with 2 research questions that want to tell the
relationship between tactile and emotional variables from two
perspectives. One is what is the correlation, if any, between
vibration intensity and emotional responses? Another one is what is
the significance, if any, of relationship between vibration locations
and emotional responses?

In order to achieve the goal stated in Chapter 1 and 2 while bearing
the inspiring parts of Schubert’s work in mind, I drafted my
experiment based on the research questions, tactile variables
needed and steps required. The rationales of determining the tactile
variables and experiment process are discussed below.
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Determining what tactile variables I was going to work on was the
very first step of my design. After reading some of the existing
works in the field of affective haptics, I found out that, when it
comes to affective display through tactile haptic devices, the
amplitude of vibration, inter-burst duration, and inter-actuators
distance are crucial parameters to stimulate emotions
[15][18][19][20][21]. Hence I chose 3 basic and common variables
in affective haptics as our tactile variables to keep consistent with
other relevant studies as much as possible. However, due to some
constraints that mentioned in [29], amplitude and frequency are
linked and cannot be controlled independently by the voltage. They
are considered as one variable, intensity, in this project. Thus the
two tactile variables are:

Intensity
Combination of amplitude and frequency of a vibration motor. This
variable stands for the general strength of the vibration stimulus.

Location
The location of the stimuli plays a crucial role in tactile experience.
Since researching specific psychohaptics principles of placing vibro31

tactile stimuli around torso is beyond the scope of our project, we
will put it in our future work and simplify our experiment by
covering subject’s torso using 10 vibration stimuli (half at front and
half at back).

Pre-session
Subjects are recruited through resources available, consisting of
half male and half female. My experiment starts with a pre-session,
where subjects are asked to go through three steps. The first step
is to listen to music pieces from Schubert’s study. (figure 5) After
subjects report that they are familiar with the music pieces, they
are directed to play with the vibro-tactile stimuli. The final step of
the pre-session is to manipulate the vibro-tactile stimuli with the
digital interface while the music piece is playing. The pre-session is
set up to get subjects prepared for the experiment setting and
diminish the novelty effect. Figure 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 show the actual
design of this session.

Controlled-session
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Subjects are then asked to provide the intensity value with which
all the vibro-tactile stimuli make them feel "relaxed" in the
controlled session. The values are considered as the baselines. By
figuring out the baselines, the individual differences of tactile
perception are diminished as well. Figure 8 is the actual design of
this session.

The experiment session
In the actual experimental session, subjects listen to 4 selected
music pieces and are asked to match tactile effects, vibration
intensity and location, to the emotional state they are in through
manipulating slider of intensity and toggles of locations of vibrotactile stimuli. The 4 music pieces, which hypothetically express the
typical emotions in the four quadrants of 2DES according Schubert
(Schubert, 1999, p. 253-256), are selected. They are ”Slavonic

Figure 15. Music pieces selected in Emery Schubert’s and my experiment.
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Dance” No. 1 Op. 42 by Dvorak (Slavonic Dance), “Morning” from
Peer Gynt by Grieg (Morning) and the Adagio movement from
Rodrigo’s Concierto de Aranjuez (Aranjuez). A short Polka by Johan
Strauss Jr. and Josef Strauss (Pizzicato) was also chosen. Although
the piece duplicated Quadrant 1, it was an appealing selection
because it was considerably contrasting in character to the other
pieces, being performed with pizzicato articulation throughout
(Schubert, 1999, p. 256). Note that the experiment is IRB
approved.

In order to build a potential connection between vibration intensity
and emotion variables as what I proposed in previous chapters, I
use Pearson Correlation here as one of my methods for data
analysis. Details are illustrated below.

The raw data of our experiment is the tactile variables changing
with time t:
34

In (t) = Im (t) - Ib

I represents vibration intensity, n = 1,2,3,4 is the index of the 4
music pieces, m represents a subject’s response of intensity and b
represents the baseline of intensity for each subject. The emotion
variables (arousal and valence) in respond to the 4 music pieces
changing with time are recorded by Schubert, (Schubert, 1999)
which are written as an(t) and vn(t) here. By putting together all
the subjects’ responses of vibration intensity to the music pieces,
we have variable arrays: I(k), a(k) and v(k), in which k is the index
of every single measurement.
4

k = 1,2, … , K, K = j ∑ 𝑇𝑛
𝑛=1

K is the total number of measurements and Tn is the number of
seconds in music piece n. j is the number of subjects.

Then, Pearson correlation is employed to build the relationship
between emotional responses and vibration intensity. We establish
a(k) or v(k) as X axis. I(k) and their lagging variables, I1(k), I2(k),
I3(k), I4(k), are structured as Y axis in the correlation. (I1 to I4
represents I(k) lagged by 1 to 4 time index). Note that the
35

rationales behind selecting 0-4s as lags are mentioned in
Schubert’s work (Schubert, 1999, p. 308-310). For the last
measurements in each music piece, the lagged variables are set to
the final measurement of the piece.

Figure 16. A relatively clear positive correlation relationship in one subject’s data

In order to tell, during the swing of emotional states, whether
participants think vibration at a specific location is significantly
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important to express music, I use t-test as another method of my
data analysis. Details are illustrated below.

In my experiment, we record the location of the vibration controlled
by subjects for each music piece: Pi(k), in which i = 1,2,…,10
represents location index. Pi(k), which represents subjects’ choices
of a vibration location in respond to the music pieces, are used, as
well as their lagged variables: P1i(k) to P4i(k). Hence Pi(k) should be
either on or off. For instance, P2(28) = off stands for at the 28th
second of a certain music piece, vibration of motor 2 is switched off.
Note that if the vibration is on/off for more than 90% of the length
of a music piece, its data will be removed and not be included into
Pi(k). Then, for each vibration location and each music piece,
Schubert’s respective data of emotion variables, a(k) and v(k), are
separated based on two vibration conditions, which are when Pi(k) =
off or Pi(k) = on. Following t-tests are employed, for each vibration
location and each music piece, to compare the emotion variables
under the two vibration conditions. For example, if k1 refers to the
seconds in a music piece when motor 2 is on while k2 refers to off, a
t-test between a2(k1) and a2(k2) is to compare all the arousal values
when motor 2 is on with all arousal values when motor 2 is off.
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Valence arrays are analyzed in the same way.

After gathering all the hardware components, I started to assemble
the vest. Due to limit of budget, I used 2 Arduino UNO boards that I
already have instead of buying smaller Arduino boards. The Arduino
UNO boards communicate with the interface through the code
uploaded to the boards. The code is comprised of two parts. One
part is for determining either to turn on/off the vibration of a specific
motor, the other is for, when the vibration of a motor is on,
determining how much the intensity of a specific motor should be.

Then I hooked up the 10 vibration motors to Arduino boards through
socketing and soldering. Each vibration motor was wired to a PWM
pin on Arduino UNO board. However, during the experiment, 4
vibration motors got disconnected due to participants and my
improper actions. To be more specific, the soldering point of each
motor was pretty fragile. Hence the problem reminded me that
strengthening the wire connection on the vest is a must. Later on, I
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used insulating tape to fix the relative position of the 10 motors and
wires on the vest.

Meanwhile, I had been programming the digital interface based on
my design of the physical prototype and experiment process.

Regarding the experiment I was about to conduct, IRB (Institutional
Review Board) approval is another component needed for me to
accomplish the project. I had to submit and revise IRB proposal of
the experiment in order to get it approved. By doing so, I can be
eligible to recruit human subjects for the experiment. Participant
recruit launched after IRB approval. My participants were recruited
from resources available in Georgia Tech community. 5 female and
5 male students agreed to take part in my experiment. All of them
signed on the consent form before the experiment started.

After every component needed in this experiment was set, I
conducted the experiment as designed for 4 days. Quantitative data
were collected by the processing-based program, qualitative data
were also collected through participants’ feedback after each
experiment was done. The data collected were analyzed in MATLAB
39

by my teammate, Aoxing Zhang. Results and discussions will be
presented in Conclusion section.

Figure 17. Participant A is doing the experiment

Figure 18. Participant B is doing the experiment
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What is the correlation, if any, between vibration intensity and
emotional responses? Below is the time-series version of the data.
The red and blue ones are Schubert’s subjects’ emotional responses
(mean of 63 subjects) to the music pieces over time. The yellow
one is my subjects’ (mean of 10 participants) tactile responses.

Figure 19. Time-series data of participants’ emotional responses and, tactile responses of vibration intensity
to 4 music pieces

There seem to be correlations between those variables. Therefore,
for clarity, scatter plot version of my data was also drawn. Ideally,
a clear correlation in a scatter plot graph is indicated by the data
41

spots lining up in a linear form. Nevertheless, my scatter plot
graphs indicate that the correlations are not positively clear for any
of the 4 music pieces (figure 20, 21, 22, 23).

Figure 20. Scatter plot graphs of participants’ emotional responses and, tactile responses of vibration intensity, to
Slavonic Dance

Figure 31. Scatter plot graphs of participants’ emotional responses and, tactile responses of vibration intensity, to
Morning

Figure 42. Scatter plot graphs of participants’ emotional responses and, tactile responses of vibration intensity, to
Pizzicato Polka
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Figure 53. Scatter plot graphs of participants’ emotional responses and, tactile responses of vibration intensity, to
Adagio

The results tell us that there might not be a significant correlation
between subjects’ tactile responses of vibration intensity and their
emotion. I argue that these results may happen when most
participants’ emotions were not influenced by the music pieces.
Instead, subjects were more inclined to express the musicality
(tempo, pitch, music patterns, etc) through tactile variables.
Another interpretation of the results could be different people might
hold different meanings for the same vibration pattern. Another
potential factor could be the way participants interacted with the
vibration. 4 out of 10 participants reported that the keys mapping to
the vibration locations were hard to remember which is which. They
thought the interaction was somewhat “disordered”, “not intuitive”
so that they might random turn on/off the motors during some parts
of the playing music pieces.
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Then what is the significance, if any, of the relationship between
vibration locations and emotional responses? By comparing the
means of participants’ emotional responses when motors are on with
off, we can draw a conclusion that, at some spots, turning vibration
there on or off is not significant. For example, for the cheering song,
Slavonic dance, vibration at most spots of the torso are significant,
in terms of affecting participants’ emotion arousal, except for both
sides of back’s downside (figure 24). All t-test results for 4 music
pieces are visualized below (figure 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31). Note that
the spots marked green in figure 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 are
significant spots while red are insignificant ones.

Figure 24. T-test result of emotion arousal and vibration location for Slavonic Dance
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Figure 25. T-test result of emotion valence and vibration location for Slavonic Dance

Figure 26. T-test result of emotion arousal and vibration location for Morning
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Figure 27. T-test result of emotion valence and vibration location for Morning

Figure 28. T-test result of emotion arousal and vibration location for Pizzicato Polka
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Figure 29. T-test result of emotion valence and vibration location for Pizzicato Polka

Figure 30. T-test result of emotion arousal and vibration location for Adagio
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Figure 31. T-test result of emotion valence and vibration location for Adagio

Based on the t-test results for 4 music pieces, the overall
visualizations of the significance of the relationship between
different vibration locations and emotion arousal/valence are drawn
as well (figure 32, 33). Note that different circular sizes refer to
different significance levels in figure 32 and 33 with the front of a
torso on the left and back on the right.
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Figure 32. Different Significance of relationship between different vibration locations and emotion arousal

Figure 33. Different significance of relationship between different vibration locations and emotion valence
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Figure 32 and 33 indicate that significance level varies from spot to
spot in general. Torso’s downside (front and back) seems to have
the strongest relationship with participants’ emotion (arousal and
valence). The overall upper part of a torso is less related to
participants’ emotion. The upper back is even more insignificant
than the overall upper torso regarding influencing participants’
emotion valence. The chest and back’s centers influence
participants’ emotion the least.
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Tactile interfaces, as a digital medium, can not only be an expansion
of users’ visual and auditory channel, more importantly, they can
also be developed to an independent library, comprising their own
principles, conventions and disciplines, by millions of artists,
scientists and hobbyists. Therefore, these patterns inside the tactile
library are capable of forming (a) more intuitive, universal
language(s) for interpretation of emotions, literature plots, scientific
logics and for communication among tribes and communities. What I
discovered from this project is just a sneak peak of dimensions and
principles of tactile design.

Given the constraints of time and budget, some problems embedded
in our study are also obvious. Here we list a few that are worth
considering for directing our future work.

New tactile variable
The tactile variables we choose are not very practical to map all the
complicated variations of emotion during the experiment, given our
accessibility to the state-of-art vibro-tactile stimuli. Thus in our
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later work, we will focus on some abstract variables such as
complex waveform (sinusoid amplitude modification), rhythm
(group of different durations) and vibration pattern (combination of
frequency, amplitude and location). For example, I would precreated several vibration patterns. Participants recruited will be
asked to use the patterns to give respond to music.

By doing so, dimensions other than basic ones (such as intensity
and location in this project) can be checked. Multilayered
conclusions thus can possibly be drawn.

Musicality > Emotion
Since both our experiment and experiment by Schubert are
designed for a better generalizability of a certain framework across
different music listeners, the music-emotion mapping model can be
used as a valid method in our experiment as well. However, 7 out
of 10 participants reported that they didn’t think the music pieces in
the experiment could arouse their emotions. Instead of expressing
emotions through changing vibration intensity and location, they
spent most of their time on expressing the music features in order
to accomplish the experiment. Therefore, it is better for participants
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to select the music pieces that they think are relevant to expressing
typical emotions of the 4 quadrants of 2DES.

The strategy of qualitative mapping
Even our project aims to propose a framework out of
generalizability, designers should always bear the “ultimate
particular” in mind. Thus using qualitative methods to structure a
library of tactile effects for enhancing media consumption,
communication and navigation is scheduled in our following work.
An experiment I am planning to conduct is to pre-define several
vibration patterns for participants to identify under some certain
scenarios instead of letting them manipulate the basic vibration
variables along an experiment. Another experiment comes across
my mind could be letting participants define certain vibration effects
based on the descriptive, or qualitative, information they are given.

A more intuitive interaction for better data
4 out of the 10 participants reported that the strategy of key
mapping and mouse dragging was so exhausting that sometimes
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they gave up responding to parts of a fast-paced music piece. In
my next project, I probably will use TouchOSC as the user
interface. The multi-touch and user-defined mobile app will provide
participants with a more smooth, efficient and intuitive experience
thus will improve the quality of data collected.
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